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Editorial Review

Review

Chosen as one of "Summer's Best Books" by People Magazine: "Suprisingly insightful and seriously
fun."

A Cosmpolitan "July Reads" Pick

Named one of Refinery 29’s “21 New Authors to Watch” in 2015

One of  O Magazine "Season's Best" Books:  “Like some of the well-to-do gals in Mary McCarthy’s
The Group, the heroines of this delightful satire move to New York City expecting the city to enfold them
like the arms of so many Amherst boys. But as they swiftly learn, reality is as unforgiving of youth as it is of
missed rent, and eventually it’s time to grow up.”

"Silver’s snarky, superb look at female friendship focuses on two Bennington College classmates,
Cassandra and Sylvie. After they move to New York City together to begin the artsy adult lives they’ve
envisioned, the limits of their bond are tested."
-- Entertainment Weekly

"[C]lever and ultimately wise... indomitable and savvy and full of moxie that’s hard not to enjoy... [The
novel] outlines the rules of girlhood and young adulthood the way a storyteller might declare the rules that
govern a foreign kingdom...sparkle[s] with the spirit of a Frank O'Hara poem."
-- Slate

"Silver's voice brings an emotional complexity to the material."
-- The Village Voice

“In this delicious satire, Charlotte Silver wields stiletto wit… [A] delightfully wicked social comedy…”
-- NY Daily News

"[This book] will make you think about how friendship can sometimes feel a lot like romantic love... It will
also make you laugh, cringe and possibly cry as you remember the sins and redemptions of your own
misspent youth.... Languid but still attention-grabbing, Bennington Girls Are Easy is the perfect book for
a summer afternoon at the cottage. Even better if you have friends around to read the best lines aloud to."
-- The Globe and Mail

“Charlotte Silver enjoys her characters’ silliness, appreciates their courage, evokes their looks, their clothes,
their food and their often Herculean efforts to get where they want to go… [A] satirist who is often happy to
laugh at and with her characters rather than skewer them…Readers will find a lot to laugh at
too…[C]hick-lit with a steel core and something fairly serious to say about friendship, college education,
first jobs in today’s world, and sex and the single girl.”
-- Washington Times
 
 “[Silver] introduces us to an endless parade of similar characters, amusing and infuriating in equal



measure, as Cassandra and Sylvie take Manhattan…[and] spins off some terrific turns of phrase.
-- The Boston Globe

“It's not that these privileged women, groomed on Bennington's leafy New England campus, have
everything; it's that they expect it, and their plummet to earth takes turns both devastating and
delightful…What John Updike did for the minutiae of men's lives--brand names, domesticity and
office trivia--Silver does for the Bennington graduates she follows…”
 -- Shelf Awareness

“A droll, comedic tone and an introspective look into female friendships….Silver’s clever title may
suggest that Sylvie and Cassandra move to the city and immediately begin a life of meaningless sexual
encounters and banal conversations, a la ‘Sex and the City.’ But this is not the case… the real meat of the
book is their crumbling friendship and complete lack of moral compasses… Speaks volumes to Silver’s
ability to create strong, affecting characters.”
-- Book Report Network

"Smart writers understand that sometimes the best way to go anthropological is to focus on that moment of
transition. Silver expertly captures a moment in time when graduates of elite school Bennington,
brilliantly educated but peculiarly sheltered from life, ran smack into the economic downturn of the last
decade...Silver’s rich recent grads fumble through sex and intense self-love affairs that ultimately doom
friendships and end romances, giving the rest of us a glimpse at a very specific subculture in scientific
(and amusing) detail." 
-- Barnes & Noble Review

"This is such a delightful, affectionate satire of a best friendship gone awry. Charlotte Silver has a sharp
eye for the deeply goofy consumption patterns of the young bourgeois bohemian (yes to artisanal lemonade;
no to Trader Joe's frozen hors d'oeuvres), and for the ill-advised love affairs they pursue. This book
is honest, caustic and a lot of fun."
--Jessica Grose, author of Sad Desk Salad and The Closest Marriage

“In Bennington Girls Are Easy, Charlotte Silver frames the plight of 20-somethings trying to survive in New
York with such a witty, poetic eye, petty arguments frequently take asurprisingly profound turn in
this juicy novel.”  
--Suzanne Rindell, author of The Other Typist   

"In this wickedly comic, deliciously mischievous and purely pleasurable novel, Charlotte Silver has found
the perfect distance and tone, enabling her to mock youth's presumptions, vanities and self-delusions while
maintaining overall fondness for her characters.  The contemporaneous details are spot-on, the aphoristic
wit shrewd and universal.  These Bennington girls' follies are recognizably our own."  
-- Phillip Lopate, author of Portrait Inside My Head and Getting Personal

“Bennington Girls Are Easy is a devastatingly witty Sex in the City, circa 2010, revolving around a
groupof Bennington girls as they become women of the world. But in this world, the economy sucks, jobs
and affordable apartments are scarce, real men are scarcer, and best friends are friends forever, until trouble
drives them apart. Charlotte Silver gets the secret language of female friendship just right, and the
heartbreak of broken engagements and love gone bad, while she skewers so many cultural shrines: the
 farmer's markets of artisanal Brooklyn, dates at the Harvard Club, older men and the young women who
sleep with them. I kept thinking that Muriel Spark would love this book, and Dorothy Parker, too."
-- Elizabeth Benedict author of the novels Almost and The Practice of Deceit; editor



of What My Mother Gave Me: Thirty-one Women on the Gifts That Mattered Most

“Silver taps into the particular insular culture that stays with the school's graduates—especially best
friends Sylvie Furst and Cassandra Puffin—after they leave… Silver has written a fun read with lots of
snarky humor…A caustically witty novel.”
-- Kirkus Review

"A good bet for millenials and watchers of HBO's Girls."
--Booklist 

"[Charlotte] Silver excels at characterization and deftly blends tragedy and comedy." 
-- Publishers Weekly 

[Charlotte] Silver presents a clever view of the emotional development of two entitled young women as
they progress from a cruel cynicism to recanting their outlooks and understanding more about adult life.
-- Library Journal

About the Author
A graduate of Bennington College, CHARLOTTE SILVER is the author of Charlotte au Chocolat:
Memories of a Restaurant Girlhood, and the YA novel, The Summer Invitation.

Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.
Chapter 1

"How can somebody actually dance themselves to death?"

Professor Sobel, taking a drag on his cigarette, thought to himself: I left that gig at Columbia for this? The
setting was Bennington, Vermont. The subject: Stravinsky's The Rite of Spring. An afternoon in early
March, the doldrums of mud season: the bitterness of the cold mattered little to Professor Sobel, who insisted
on teaching all of his classical music courses outside in a meadow, no matter what the season, so he could
smoke unlimited cigarettes in a pleasing, rhythmic continuity. Questions and comments were not encouraged
in Professor Sobel's courses, though in the free-wheeling spirit of progressive education were nevertheless
volunteered. The students, among them Cassandra, sat crouched in the mud awaiting his response to Chelsea
Hayden-Smith, the Bambi-eyed sophomore who had interrupted him in the midst of a majestic monologue
about the finer thematic points of Stravinsky's masterpiece.

"Are you from Kansas?" he asked her. "Have you absolutely no imagination to speak of?"

He put out his cigarette, disgruntled. God, was he looking forward to class being over so he could go meet
that leggy cello student he was banging for a quickie in the Secret Garden. And so:

"Class dismissed," Professor Sobel announced without further ado.

But one year later Cassandra wondered whether or not Chelsea, during her final moments on earth, may have
thought back to The Rite of Spring, as she and her best friend Beverly Tinker-Jones plummeted to their
deaths through the wide glass windows of the fifth-floor dance studio of the college's performing arts
building. Cassandra wondered, too, if when Professor Sobel first heard the news he guffawed, cried, or
simply, as was most likely the case, lit another cigarette and never thought of Chelsea Hayden-Smith ever
again.



Chelsea and the poor, fawnlike Beverly, both of them ethereally beautiful young girls, ages twenty and
nineteen respectively, were said to have died immediately on impact. The coroner in Bennington, Vermont,
was long used to handling the college's many overdoses and suicides, but this latest tragedy was something
new. He had never known, previously, of anybody dancing themselves to death. But he, unlike Chelsea, was
not so young or so impertinent as to question the unexpected twists of this cruel universe.

The cause of Chelsea's and Beverly's deaths was said to be an accident, and yet the rumor mill began swiftly,
and with inexorable force, from the minute the news hit the dining hall, where the students who were not still
in bed sat spreading Tofutti cream cheese on their bagels and nursing their hangovers with grape Pedialyte.
People said that the girls had been pushed through the window. People said that the Wiccans on campus
might have had something to do with it, though this theory did not hold up when you stopped to consider that
none of the Wiccans, almost all of whom were overweight, had anything to do with the modern dancers;
what the Wiccans mostly did was hang out in the house living rooms and braid one another's hair and eat
chocolate cake. (Cassandra knew this for a fact, having once crashed a meet-up of theirs just because she was
hungry.) Other people said that ghosts were involved, and if you had ever been on the Bennington campus
late at night, why not? It was a ghostly, godless place. There was actually a name for it and its peculiar
geography: the Bennington Triangle. This had been given to it on account of a number of individuals who
had gone missing from this supposedly serene corner of southwestern Vermont in the last century, including
but by no means limited to a Bennington sophomore who had disappeared from one of the hiking trails near
campus. And now, just look at what had become of the dancers--not a disappearance per se but an
otherworldly turn of events that was queer and creepy nonetheless.

Cassandra learned one thing from all of this, anyway: that modern dance at Bennington was a dangerous
discipline and that she had been right to steer clear of the performing arts building all these years. Not to
mention the hiking trails.

She was an English major.

And, as such, throughout the years she often thought back to Chelsea and Beverly. The spring she graduated
was the spring the dancers died. There seemed, in retrospect, to have been some kind of warning, for her and
all of the other young women of Bennington who graduated with the class of 2003, in the unforgettable
image of those tender white feminine bodies slain on the black pavement.

Chapter 2

Just like those two ill-fated young women, Chelsea Hayden-Smith and Beverly Tinker-Jones, Cassandra
Puffin and Sylvie Furst were best friends. Before ending up at Bennington together, both girls had grown up
in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Right from the beginning, in high school, theirs was a fast, fiery friendship, a
brief, beautiful phenomenon particular to the golden-green wilds of adolescence. Cassandra fell in love with
Sylvie--for romantic love is the forte of teenage girls. It happened one afternoon after school, as they were
sipping raspberry lime rickeys in the Sunken Garden at Radcliffe in the first, bewitching hours of getting to
know each other when they were just fourteen years old. They learned in that single afternoon what it would
have taken two grown women to learn in a year: the elaborate subtleties of tortured family dynamics,
traumatic holidays, and, this being Cambridge, shrinks, medications, and so on. They didn't tell each other
any sexual secrets that afternoon because there were none, yet; those came later.

One night that spring, the spring the dancers died, Cassandra was lying in bed in her dorm room when she



got a phone call from the security booth. It was Alphie, the avuncular head of campus security, whose
primary job responsibility appeared to be passing out candy canes in the dining hall during the holidays and
who knew every student by name, saying: "Cassandra, Sylvie is here."

Sylvie? thought Cassandra, waking up from a nice, long nap. Sylvie? As far as she knew, Sylvie was
supposed to be still abroad in Florence. Or was she in Madrid or Barcelona by now? Maybe. She'd had plans
to travel all over Europe by train after her program ran out. Also, she craved a change of scenery in order to
get over the tumultuous affair she'd been having with the photography TA, the spellbinding saga of which
Cassandra had been privy to over a series of outrageously expensive international phone calls.

"But if you're in Italy, then for God's sake why aren't you sleeping with an Italian?" Cassandra had wanted to
know, and Sylvie had laughed and said, "Good question! I guess I'm just being perverse that way."

Well, in any event, Florence or Barcelona or whatever, Sylvie was supposed to be off in Europe. And now
here she was, appearing quite without warning in Bennington, Vermont?

Still lying on her twin bed--the exact spot where she had spent the better part of her ruinously expensive
education--Cassandra sighed and looked out her window. It was one of those enchanted mid-May evenings,
that time of year when the fragrance of the roses is beginning to drown out that of the lilacs. On the lawn,
students were doing all of the usual unchallenging outdoor activities: tai chi, Ultimate Frisbee, topless
sunbathing--though the sun, at this point, was beginning to set. No matter; certain Bennington girls could be
counted on to take their tops off in any weather short of a blizzard. And there was no need, by the way, for
even a blizzard to stop them: it was a "clothing-optional" campus. Beyond the lawn was the view of the
Green Mountains spoken of with dark, all-knowing irony as "the End of the World."

Oh! I'm going to miss this place, thought Cassandra with one of the sweet pangs of nostalgia that were so
becoming to her melodramatic sense of herself. She got up and brushed out her hair, which she was still
wearing, in those days, quite long. Then she walked across the lawn to meet Sylvie at the security booth. On
her way over, she passed a beautiful redhead pedaling a blue Schwinn bicycle. On closer inspection, it was
none other than the bisexual, cross-dressing ringleader of the modern dancers, Angelica Rocky-Divine,
whose long, indolent white body could frequently be glimpsed entirely unclothed in all its plush splendor
while doing cartwheels at the End of the World.

Angelica's bright, unshackled beauty, as well as a smattering of indomitable spinster aunts, had attended
Bennington before her, and her bright, unshackled beauty, redolent of the meadows themselves, seemed to
Cassandra to evoke the original spirit of the college when it was founded in the year 1932 as a suitable
refuge for the wayward daughters of good families. Bennington girls even today were proud of their saucy
reputation, and not one of them on the entire campus could have failed to be familiar with Salinger's
description in Franny and Zooey of a Bennington-type chick on her way to New Haven for a Yale football
game who "looked like she'd spent the whole train ride in the john, sculpting or painting or something, or as
though she had a leotard on under her dress." Angelica had gone so far as to trump that fictional girl, having
once had boisterous sex in the john of an Amtrak train on a jaunt to New York City to see some show at the
Guggenheim with her architecture class, the object of her flamboyantly predatory designs being a short, yet
somehow still Lawrencian, wood-making student, whose consistently upright cock she thought was very,
very good-looking, a real piece of aesthetic human construction.

Oh! thought Cassandra again. This place is just so charming, like something out of a Salinger story. Was she
ready for the Real World?



The answer came to her in a snap. The answer was not at all.

Even then, and this was several years before the world economy collapsed, Bennington alumni were a
remarkably nonresilient lot. The boys lucky enough to be dating students a couple years younger than them
could be found squatting in their girlfriend's dorm rooms; these saintly young women could be seen, at
mealtimes, packing up bananas and oatmeal cookies to bring back to them.

In the distance, Cassandra could finally make out Sylvie, a small brunette figure in a white dress waving
from the foot of the security booth. They squealed and hugged, as girls will do. It had been almost a year
now since they had seen each other, the longest they had ever been apart.

"You could have called! I had no idea. I thought you were still in Europe."

"You know me, Cassandra. I don't call," said Sylvie. It was true, and that was part of her charm--the way she
thrived on the drama of the last minute. But the most delightful thing about Sylvie was that she was always
up for anything.

It was then that Cassandra did a double take and stepped back to look at her best friend. Until recently,
Sylvie had been pretty but underdeveloped. Her voluptuous, Victorian-era dark hair had overwhelmed her
tiny body; she was like a little brown velveteen mouse. A late bloomer--coming back from Italy, that tiny
body had ripened and was filling out a white peasant dress with red rickrack trim. Cassandra complimented
her on the dress immediately.

"Oh this," said Sylvie, glancing down at her firm brown breasts set like two precious jewels in the sloping
white neckline, "yeah, I picked it up at this market in Barcelona."

"Oh, so you did make it to Spain then?"

"Oh yeah. I went all over." Then she touched the top of her head and said, "Oh my God, Cassandra, you
haven't said anything! My haircut! I was hoping you'd like it."

Sylvie's haircut--so that explained it: shorn and gone, that black, horselike plait of hers. Now she had a pixie
cut, a style that Cassandra upon closer inspection decided became Sylvie's petite style of beauty better than
any other. And, on the right girl, a good pixie cut can be incredibly sexy. Sylvie was the right girl. Her skin
took the sun well and her arms were strong and brown.

Cassandra, in contrast, was the peaches-and-cream type, soft around the edges. She was pretty but klutzy and
there was a certain failure of carriage that prevented her from being, like so many other girls at Bennington,
what is ruthlessly known as "hot." She had this foggy, underwater look in her big blue eyes: a look that
marked her as someone who had spent entirely too much of her childhood alone. Perhaps it was because, as
she and Sylvie had discussed at length, her father had died when she was a little girl. They both agreed that
girls who had grown up without fathers often bore this rather crippled air.

Tonight, Sylvie was carrying a vintage set of watercolors in a blue waxed-cotton tote bag with a pattern of
California oranges. She might have been in a catalog, Cassandra thought: the beautiful American art-school
girl, back from time abroad, the beneficiary of a magnificent sentimental education--sex and sunshine and
red wine and pasta and a good European haircut. That photography TA must have been pretty good in the
sack, she decided, even if he wasn't Italian.



"I love your haircut!" she insisted to Sylvie, hugging her again. "Oh my God, it's just so chic! You look," she
said, with what Sylvie noticed was actually rather a mournful expression on her face, "absolutely beautiful."

And the two young women walked arm in arm out onto the lawn, breathing in the roses and what remained
of the lilacs.

Chapter 3

Later on that same evening, Sylvie and Cassandra sat in Adirondack chairs all the way out at the End of the
World.

"So," Sylvie said to Cassandra, "what's the latest around here?"

"Hmm. Well, sexually speaking, black boys are all the rage on campus."

"Oh, great. All two of them."

"Well. Pansy Chapin's sleeping with that guy Kojo, you know, the one who played Mercutio in that
production of Romeo in the Hood."

"But wait, what about that tall, handsome boyfriend of hers, the one she's always visiting with the duplex on
Central Park South? She'd better not let him go! He must be loaded."

"Oh, he is loaded, really, really loaded, and he's still in the picture. They're engaged now. He popped the
question on Torcello, this island off the coast of--"

"Venice! Oh my God, I went there. It's gorgeous."

"I bet it is! Actually, she's in the Hamptons with him this weekend. Kojo's just something on the side."

"That poor guy. She's always cheating on him."

"Pansy says it's true."

"What?"

"What they say about black guys."

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Nancy Smith:

What do you about book? It is not important along with you? Or just adding material when you really need
something to explain what yours problem? How about your extra time? Or are you busy particular person? If
you don't have spare time to do others business, it is give you a sense of feeling bored faster. And you have
free time? What did you do? Everybody has many questions above. They have to answer that question since



just their can do which. It said that about reserve. Book is familiar on every person. Yes, it is correct.
Because start from on jardín de infancia until university need this Bennington Girls Are Easy: A Novel to
read.

Mary Larrick:

This Bennington Girls Are Easy: A Novel book is just not ordinary book, you have it then the world is in
your hands. The benefit you will get by reading this book will be information inside this reserve incredible
fresh, you will get info which is getting deeper you actually read a lot of information you will get. This
Bennington Girls Are Easy: A Novel without we understand teach the one who reading through it become
critical in contemplating and analyzing. Don't become worry Bennington Girls Are Easy: A Novel can bring
whenever you are and not make your carrier space or bookshelves' grow to be full because you can have it in
your lovely laptop even mobile phone. This Bennington Girls Are Easy: A Novel having fine arrangement in
word in addition to layout, so you will not sense uninterested in reading.

Daniel Watkins:

The guide untitled Bennington Girls Are Easy: A Novel is the book that recommended to you to study. You
can see the quality of the publication content that will be shown to you actually. The language that writer use
to explained their ideas are easily to understand. The writer was did a lot of investigation when write the
book, and so the information that they share to you personally is absolutely accurate. You also could possibly
get the e-book of Bennington Girls Are Easy: A Novel from the publisher to make you a lot more enjoy free
time.

Kristen Blasingame:

Is it a person who having spare time in that case spend it whole day simply by watching television programs
or just laying on the bed? Do you need something new? This Bennington Girls Are Easy: A Novel can be the
respond to, oh how comes? A book you know. You are so out of date, spending your time by reading in this
new era is common not a geek activity. So what these guides have than the others?
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